tablet
charging
Five-star Hotel for
All Tablets
Anthro’s Tablet Charging Carts - Charge, Sync, Secure.

Charges up to
40 tablet
devices

Available in 3 models
- 40-unit (for iPad & friends)
- 32-unit (for Big Cases)
- 30-unit (for most Android devices)

LEARN MORE!
Budget Friendly

Small Footprint

$1,499 MSRP (discounts
available) leaves plenty of
room in your budget.

Perfect for crowded spaces,
the cart’s footprint is just 2’
square.

s All Devices
iPad®, Android™ or both?
With thick cases or without?
We have solutions that fit all.

An IT Favorite
A separate locking area just
for IT.

tablet
charging
Anthro’s Tablet
Charging Carts
Must Have Features

Top shelf doubles as a
teaching station

Doors open 270° to lay flush Separate locking IT area
against cart

Easy to move 4” casters and
wide ergonomic handle

One off switch with power
indicator light

Roomy numbered bays

Portrait or landscape storage Two-point locking system
options

Accessories

Convenient external power
outlets

Secure with keys or a
padlock

Tablet Charging Cart Models
iPad (& Friends) Mobile

iPad (& Friends) Mobile

Android Mobile Devices

40-unit cart
(Standard Cases)

32-unit cart
(Best for Big Cases)

30-unit cart
(Portrait Storage)

part# TAB40SS/PW4

part# TAB32SS/PW4

part# TAB30VSS-PW4

Dimensions
Drawer

Sync kit

Also Available
from Anthro:
Tablet Charging Cabinet

Mini-touch Charging Cart

It’s crazy, isn’t it? How do you keep up with the
tablet phenomena? Just when you think you’re up
to date on tablets, you’re not! We work hard to keep
current, and love to share. So even if you have no
intention to buy from Anthro, call our super friendly
and knowledgeable Team at 800.325.3841 and we can
help you sort through the weeds!
Where Technology Meets Comfort™ and Technology Furniture® are registered trademark of Anthro Corporation.
iPad® is a registered trademark of Apple Inc. OtterBox® is a registered trademark of OtterBox.

Laptop and Netbook Charging Carts
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